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_____________________________________________________________________________________
Founded in 2012, the Mexican Studies Institute of the City University of New York
(CUNY MSI) is the first academic institute east of the Mississippi River specifically
devoted to Mexican and Mexican-American studies. It is the culmination of nearly a
decade of work by faculty, administrators, staff, and students to boost enrollment of
Mexican and Mexican-American students in CUNY; support equity by promoting
academic achievement, improving outcomes and career success; foster research
with and about Mexico and Mexicans in the US, especially in New York; and
collaborate with community based and public institutions to support and empower
the Mexican community, especially through education. CUNY MSI is a CUNY-wide
institute housed at Lehman College in the Bronx.
For more information, please write to: Mexican.Studies@lehman.cuny.edu
Tel: (347) 577-4080 or visit www.lehman.cuny.edu/mexican-studies
@CUNYmsi
Copyright © 2018
CUNY Mexican Studies Institute
250 Bedford Park Blvd. West
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Introduction
The Mexican Studies Institute of the City University of New York (CUNY MSI) is
guided by the principles of boosting enrollment of Mexican and
Mexican-American students in CUNY, promoting equity and upward mobility
through academic achievement, fostering research with a focus on Mexico
and Mexicans in New York, and collaborating with community-based
organizations and public institutions to support and empower New Yorkers.
The Mexican Studies Digital Archive and Resource Unit (DARU) is part of three
interconnected units: Research, Archives, and Library. CUNY MSI is focusing
on identifying lines of research critical to the Mexican diaspora that may
gather significant data on local and national issues.
One specific objective of the DARU is to help inform students, public
agencies, local and international researchers, scholars, and the general public
on issues related to this ethnic group in New York City. By partnering with
local and international academic institutions and visiting scholars, CUNY MSI
looks to produce research and publications, and to disseminate more
knowledge of the issues affecting the Mexican diaspora in New York City.
For the past six years, the CUNY MSI has been working to equalize the
educational achievement disparities among Mexican and Mexican-American
students, striving to ensure they have equal access and support for thriving in
our institution and beyond.
Consistent with the mission of the CUNY MSI, the Mexican Studies
Scholarship Fund seeks highly motivated students, with a record of
commitment to service in the immigrant and Mexican community in New
York, without considering immigration status. Thus far, the Mexican Studies
Scholarship Fund has awarded over 200 scholarships to students from 13
countries.
On this occasion, we are presenting a visual database report, without the
accompanying text, based on the preliminary report of the Mexican Studies
Scholarship Fund.
José Higuera López, Deputy Director, CUNY MSI
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Figure 1. CUNY BECAS Awarded from 2012-20181
Note: Cohorts begin in the Fall Term of each school year. Number of scholarships awarded per
year are determined by funds and pledges raised.
Figure 2. Campus Codes
1 CUNY BECAS is the official name used for publicity and outreach purposes. The name of the
scholarship in the CUNY system is BECAS.
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Figure 3. Percentage and distribution of Becari@s by CUNY Campus in 20182
Figure 4. Percentage and distribution of Becari@s by degrees in 2018
2 Becari@s is the term used for scholarship recipients.
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Figure 5. Percentage and distribution of Becari@s by CUNY Campus in 2017
Figure 6. Percentage and distribution of Becari@s by degrees in 2017
Note: Total number of scholarship recipients in 2017 was forty-four (44). In July 2017,
additional funding from APEM (Asociación de Profesionistas y Empresarios Mexicanos) was
made available. An extra eleven (11) scholarship recipients were selected from the waiting list
and included in the current cohort, bringing the total number to fifty-five (55).
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Figure 7. Percentage and distribution of Becari@s by CUNY Campus in 2016
Figure 8. Percentage and distribution of Becari@s by degrees in 2016
Note: Total number of scholarship recipients in 2016 was forty-one (41).
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Figure 9. Percentage and distribution of Becari@s by CUNY Campus in 2015
Figure 10. Percentage and distribution of Becari@s by degrees in 2015
Note: Total number of scholarship recipients in 2015 was twenty-one (21).
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Figure 11. Percentage and distribution of Becari@s by CUNY Campus in 2014
Figure 12. Percentage and distribution of Becari@s by degrees in 2014
Note: Total number of scholarship recipients in 2014 was seventeen (17).
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Figure 13. Percentage and distribution of Becari@s by CUNY Campus in 2013
Figure 14. Percentage and distribution of Becari@s by degrees in 2013
Note: Total number of scholarship recipients in 2013 was sixteen (16).
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Figure 15. Percentage and distribution of Becari@s by CUNY Campus in 2012
Figure 16. Percentage and distribution of Becari@s by degrees in 2012
Note: Total number of scholarship recipients in 2012 was fifteen (14).
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